
With a centralized control and easy  
scheduling, Sky Air ensures an even 
temperature distribution to create  
the perfect ambience for your office  
or any small to medium-sized business.

Perfect ambience

Round flow 
casette 

360° expulsion 
pattern guarantees 

perfect airflow 
distribution. 

Whisper  
Quiet

Low sound levels 
for indoor and 
outdoor units.

 Self-cleaning

Automatic cleaning 
function makes for 
easy maintenance 

and increases 
energy efficiency 

by 50%.

Customizable for your needs
Sky Air is a cost-effective solution for 
any commercial application in small and 
medium-sized businesses. So whether you 
are planning to install it in a new building 
or to replace an older system, the Sky Air 
is customizable to perfectly fit with your 
building and interior design. The exterior 
units are also compact and easily installed  
on a wall, roof or balcony. 

Perseverance

Defying your limits

Air filter Compressor Weekly timer

A flexible solution



Daikin is the world’s leader in Air Conditioning.  
We are devoted to deliver outstanding products and innovative  

home, business, and industrial solutions. www.daikinlatam.com
Defying your limits

Sky Air Solutions

Sky Air provides an unique combination of cooling,  
air purification, humidification and dehumidification  
all integrated in one system for any of your needs. 

Total climate control

High sensible cooling 

Ideal when continuous  
cooling operation and 

humidity control is 
needed

High 
Dehumidificaton

Remove latent heat  
without variations in  
room temperature 

Round Flow Casette Ceiling Suspended Cased Fan Coils

Casette air conditioning with 360˚ uniform air flow.
Automatic direction of air flow providing uniform 
distribution of temperature.

Thinner design allows greater installation flexibility.

Quick and easy to install. Installation flexibility for freedom of design.
Comfort with switchable fan speed: High / Med / Low 
and auto. 

Ideal for commercial establishments.
Ideal solution for shops, restaurants or offices without 
a false ceiling.

Ideal solution when space is limited such as buildings 
with narrow ceiling.

*Our commitment to continuous improvements can mean changes in specifications without notice.

Designed for efficiency

Daikin Sky Air units significantly reduce energy consumption thanks to their 
innovative technologies. With Daikin’s inverter technology reduce energy 
consumption up to 50% while still making your space comfortable quickly 
to provide the best comfort to your customers.

5 YEARS  
Limited Warranty

Compact  
outdoor unit

Easy installation and maintenance.

Reluctance DC motor: Save energy by 
generating more power with a smaller 
electric power.

Galvarium steel plate: Corrosion-proof 
enhances its durability.

Aero Spiral Fan: bent fan blade edges, 
further reducing turbulence.


